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Over the centuries, the interest of numbers has increased and it has become more
than a subject of calculation. Now, numbers have transformed as a tool to forecast
what qualities you possess as a person. The science of using numbers with logical
mathematical calculations to derive future actions is termed as Numerology.
Numerology is one of the concepts that is carved by specific creative variation of
universal energy. As this energy goes forward, it takes the shape of the dove, the
ocean, the wind, the sun, and all embodiments of the universe. By analyzing the flow
of cosmic energy, you can represent a life forging towards an individualistic 'self'.
You can discover your purpose, your goals, and beneficial insights.
Every letter shows a numerical value that depicts a certain energy in the cosmos.
Numerological predictions help you determine the auspicious time for the major
activities in your life. It is one of the easiest occult art to understand the principles of
cosmic energies. Numerology predictions are based on your ruling number and hence,
plays an integral role in forecasting your future. 

You can make career choices based on your ruling number.
Knowing your numerology number, you can determine your personality traits.
This will help you overcome obstacles in your life.
With your ruling number, you can find a perfect match for you.
You can get accurate numerology birth date compatibility with your ruling number.
you can mark Important days and dates for doing special jobs.
you can detect lucky and unlucky numbers for buying cars, homes, etc
you can also make your Mobile and it's number more vibrant.
Mobile password and wallpaper management.
see how good will your Partnership match.
find how good your Business names and Bank accounts match.
find which lucky gems and stones to wear.

 

This are some of the benefits one can enjoy through numerology predictions.



PSYCHIC NUMBER 1

psychic number is also known as mulank number in Hindi, it is the most important
number of your life, the characteristics of this number has a daily impact in your
life, so one must take this number effects seriously and maintained its laws, the
psychic number can't be changed as it is the addition of your birth month.

 
Let's see what characteristics dose your psychic number holds.

 
dona, your most important number in Numerology is the date of the month on
which you were born. This number can identify important elements of your
character, personality, and individuality. This number determines the core
elements of your overall being. Things like whether you are domineering or shy, a
leader or a follower. The reason for this is because each number has its own nature
and personal vibration. After careful analysis, we have worked out your numerology
birth number as follows: Your Psychic Number is 1.

Since you were born under the psychic number 1, you are rather ambitious, and
dislike any restrictions imposed upon you by others. Instead, getting others to
work and leading them is your first quality. You have the divine grace of Lord Sun
with you. Having a stable ideology, you remain firm and determined in your
decisions. You stay in any relationship for a long time, whether love affairs or
friendship. A kind person and someone who always helps others, you are someone
who desires for respect more. You earn good name on the basis of your hard work
while your performance in the government sector is commendable. You get more
attracted towards the opposite sex people and because of this, they often cheat.
You have special experience in social service, politics, job, or religion related areas.

Name - Dona Banerjee 
DOB - 10 / August / 1988

Birth place - kolkata
Birth time - nil
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DESTINY NUMBER 8

 

Destiny number is a life time number which can't be changed or ignored, it will have a
impact of in your long life time means the effects of destiny number is majorly noticed
after 40 to 45 age, the effects of good and bad depends on the characteristics of your
psychic number and the match between physic and name number.

let's see what characteristics dose your destiny number holds
 

There is a good balance in the physical and spiritual aspects of your life. The master of
powerful ambition, you are forgiving as well as visionary. You have a big heart but you
often find yourself sad and lonely, and as a result, you are highly sensitive too. In this life,
being born under the destiny number 8, you will either be highly successful or extremely
unsuccessful. A self-righteous person, the virtue of dedication is a major accomplishment
for you. While you do not bend the knee in front of stress, you should also express yourself
frankly, in matters related to your work. Yet, always bring stuck on your point only can
also be wrong. Listen to others as well, and if you think that you are at fault anywhere,
acknowledge it. Get rid of all pessimistic thoughts concerning your future and stay away
from situations leading to loneliness.

BEHAVIOR OF PSYCHIC NUMBER  1

 
 you are made for ruling, stable and confident in any field, most respectful in any ambience,
always ready to take risk or explore new ideas, highly ambitious, balanced and task oriented
nature, in one word a starter of a new journey.    

 The effects and remedies of Destiny number are seen
in long term life ( marriage life, love life, business
partnership, health etc.) or after the age of 40-45.

 Before that most of the predictions and remedies are
done by keeping psychic number in mind . 

 



 

CAREER
 

When you work hard, with utmost devotion, you will progress well and attain promotions in
your career. Fields related to electricity, fire, science and technology, research, jewelry

and gemstones, some sort of surgery, becoming an ambassador for the country, a
politician, a leader in your own venture, an officer in the army are the best for you. You can

choose your profession from any of these or from domains pertaining to these fields.
 
 

  LUCKY NUMBERS
 

Numbers play a huge role in the art of numerology as your psychic number
represents 1 so numbers like 1/10/19/28 is the most lucky and also mulank 1 is

comfortable with numbers like 2, 7, 11, 16, 20, 25 and 29 (4 and related number is
good but as destiny number 8 it may act bad ) these numbers will act lucky in the

field of dates, radical number of other people and for any other numeric
connections. 

HEALTH

Being born under the root number 1, you are healthy as a horse, but the likelihood of
certain diseases remain. Majorly, you can suffer from heart-related diseases, pumping,
blood pressure, blood-related diseases, high blood pressure in old age, and eye related
problems. You need to remain cautious towards these, but keep on enjoying your healthy
lifestyle.



AUSPICIOUS TIME

As the Sun is your Lord planet, therefore, the time periods of April to May
and August to September, every year, will be rather favorable for you.
Whatever task you take in hand in this duration, you will definitely attain
success in them. This duration will also bring an increase in your respect,
name, and fame.

  LUCKY DAYS
 
 

As sun regulates Sunday so Doing any good jobs in Sunday is very good rather
than Monday is also good.

 

LUCKY LIST

Lucky color
orange will be the most favorable color for you also yellow, golden, brown color is good.
(red color may act as good or bad both as destiny number 8 displays its characteristics)  

Lucky gemstone
Ruby is the best gemstone recommended for you but of pink and yellow color.

Favorable Sign
Scorpio, Aries

    



  DAYS AND DATES
 
 

As Sunday is your day and the best number is 1st/10th/19th/28th so this match will give
best results also the month of April-may and August- September matching is very good.

rather than 2nd/7th/11th/16th/20th/25th/29th dates are also good
 

(NOTE: mark calendar with matching lucky dates with lucky days for doing good jobs. i.e.
19/September/2021 is Sunday will be a best day of making important deals or decision)

 



As per your mulank 1 you must avoid ego, dominating others, try not to
make fast decision and try to say no when required.
must be health conscious  and avoid junk foods.
must avoid 4 and 8 numbers for accident related issue. 
Name Correction required.

Mobile as per Numerology. 
Vehicle numerology corrections.
Try to match colours as per Numerology.
Your business name should be in favor of your Numerology. 

Numerology guidance

  radical 1 people must be careful with these following points:-

  your name number doesn't matches matches to your mulank number so it
is advisable to match your name number to your mulank number.

 

UNLUCKY LIST
unlucky numbers
Try to avoid 4 and 8 numbers with all roots of numeric connections like (dates, a
person date of birth, etc) also 13/22/31/17 and 26 will not help.    
unlucky day(s)
Try to avoid good jobs on Saturday
Unlucky color
Avoid black and red at the most.
  



Mobile Numerology

MOBILE NUMBER 
Your mobile number or phone number is very important to be in favor of your
mulank number as maximum business opportunities or news related to friends and
family all are connected by your mobile number to it is better to have a mobile
number as per numerology.

As your mulank number or radical number is 1 so try to have at least two numbers
of 1 (i.e. 7271111125) and avoid unlucky number as per your numerology report (4 and
8).
Also the total addition of your mobile number has to be in your favorable number
avoiding the unfavorable numbers (i.e. 7271111125 addition is 28 [2+8=10=1] will be
the best number considered)

MOBILE PASSWORD
make your password a Addition of 1 and combination of number 1 for at least two
times (i.e- 7111 [7+1+1+1 = 10,1+0=1], 1162[1+1+6+2=10,1+0=1]

MOBILE WALLPAPER
avoid red and black color pictures, any picture with number 1 is good or yellow
flower based photo will work. 

MOBILE COLOR
The mobile is something which is always near you so it also becomes important to
match the color of your mobile as per numerology.

 (orange, rose gold, brown, golden, yellow are best color for you and avoid black
and red)



Name number correction

namankh

 
Your radical number and destiny number are fixed and cant be changed but if your
name number is not that favorable to your radical number then it can be fixed.
It becomes very important to match your name number to your radical number to
avoid daily life obstacles and a smooth life orientation.

so lets see your name (Dona banerjee) gives a name number of 7 which gives a
good luck of 85%  as your radical number 1 favorable to 1,2 and 7 so if your name
number could be changed to 1 or 2 then it will give more good result.

corrections shows that if your name spelling is changed to (Doona Baneerjee) then
it will represent a name number of 1 and gives good luck of 100% so if possible it is
recommended to change the spelling of your name .

(Name change only make its action in papers so no matters what your alias name
is or what other call you but if in legal documents it is correct as per numerology
one can enjoy its benefits.

Business name and bank account
 

As important is your business the more important 
is your business name and bank account.

If your business name and account is not comfortable with your numerology then
hurdles become common in job orders, employee management etc. whereas a 
 numerological defective bank account can be a cause of financial losses,
unnecessary expenses etc.

your business name - DCON INTERIOR produce a name number of (64 = 1) it is a
great combination produce a 100 % opportunity of growth.

Bank account - As your  Psychic number represents  1 so it is advisable to have a
bank account in icici bank as it also hold a name number of 1 , also try to have a
account number with combination of 1 and avoid 8 and 4 numbers if possible.
this will make your financial loses into profits and help you gain more work
orders.



partnership of psychic no. 1 and psychic no. 7 will match in good partnership as for mulank 1
mulank 7 is a favorable number. and also destiny no. 1 represents long term relationship.
partnership percentage count will be 90% 
 

partnership match

Name - Ankush ghosal
DOB- 16/May/1987

  

7
psychic Number

 

1
Destiny Number

 

8
Name Number

 
 

Numerology & Vastushastra

Numerology and vastu both are considered to be wheels of a vehicle, if your vastu is

correct and numerology is wrong or your numerology is correct and vastu is wrong

then you won't get a desired result because you cant reach your destination with a

single wheel. 

No one can assure you that your numerology chart will give you a 100% result but

with both vastu and numerology it can be gained so its becomes very important to

maintain the vastu laws too. 

To get a proper vastu report you can drop your property site plan @

info@vedvastushastra.com 

To know more about vastushastra visit @

www.vedvastushastra.com

https://vedvastushastra.com/appointment-7278888489-contact-information/
https://vedvastushastra.com/importance-of-vastushastra/

